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Founder's Day Celebration

Lempe
Wins SGA
Election

Today's The Day
By FRANK BROWN
(Theoretically, students are
excused from attending certain Founders' Day classes
In order that they might attend
the Convocation. For those
students who choose not to attend the ceremonies, however,
the following may be helpful
In starting your nap. Or If you
do attend, the following may
help you understand what's going on.)

World
Briefs
College Costs Rise
A survey of 2,200 Institutions of higher learning Indicated that the cost of a college education next fall will
be about 9.4% higher than It
Is this year.
The survey, taken by the
College Entrance Examination
Board, offers little hope for
students already plagued by
rising costs in education and
board. Colleges, as well as
other businesses, are under
pressure from rising operation costs and the Inflation
rampant In the economy.
The survey shows that next
fall the average tuition for a
private college student will be
$4,039 or $346 more than It
Is this year. The average cost
for public college education
will be $2,400. These figures
represent the 9.4% increase
over this year, and a 35%
increase over four years ago.

Baker Requests Tapes
Sen. Howard H. Baker, the
ranking Repulbican on the Watergate committee, has urged
President Nixon to release
"all relevant tapes" requested it* the House Judiciary
Committee.
Appearing on the CBS program "Face the Nation," Baker said that both the country
and the Presidency would be
better served by a voluntary
move to supply the tapes than
by a continued refusal on the
part of the President.
The White House has yet to
comment on the statement.

Kissinger in Moscow
Secretary of State Henry
Kissinger arrived in Moscow
Sunday for an Important round
of talks with Soviet leader
Leonid Brezhnev. The two
men are scheduled to discuss
the recent state of the arms
limitations talks, as well as
Continued on Page 12

A brief review of Virginia
history Is necessaVy for a basic understanding of Founders
Day activities at Madison College. On March 14, 1908 the
Virginia General Assembly
passed a bill establishing the
State Normal and industrial
School for Women at Harrlsonburg. (Brief enough?)

Early Founders' Days
Little evidence remains to
tell of the nature of Madison's
early Founders Day celebration. One may hazard a guess
that during the first few years
of the colleges' existence the
date was simply treated as an
anniversary and little more,
'middle of March had gained
considerable importance. Convocation speeches, which had
traditionally stressed the value of public school teachers
to society and similar topics,
took a new direction. The college's history became important.
For example, in 1928, the
Hon. George B. Keezell, the
state Senator who had been largely responsible for the bill
creating the school, spoke on
his work with that bill. In 1929,
Dr. Julian P. Burruss, who
had been the first President
of Madison, reviewed the school's history and emphasized
the role played by Senator KeezelL
Lectures and other speeches
continued to constitute the main Founders Day activities.
Noted scholars spoke on diverse topics and accomplished
alumnae returned to tell their
recollections of the school.
The year 1951, being the twohundredth anniversary of James Madison's birth, saw special emphasis given to Madison, his values, and his place
in history.

Carol Lempe was Installed last Tuesday night as the
new Student Government President She replaced Richard Early in office after defeating Bob Bergaust by
300 votes in a run-off election earlier that night.
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Carol Lempe, newly elected
student government president,
was installed Into office Tuesday night after defeating Bob
Bergaust in a run-off election
by over 300 votes.
The campaign which streched over four weeks (including spring break) came to an
end Tuesday with 799 students
casting votes for Ms. Lempe.
Bergaust received 595 votes
out of a total of 1394 votes.
The 1400 votes cast was
a slgnlglcant drop from the
2000 cast In the voided presidential election and the 1700
cast during the second attempt.
A run-off between the two
presidential candidates occurred after Wess Welch and
Mark Goode placed third and
fourth In the primary electIon. Because the top candidate did not receive 50% plus 1^ a run-off became necessary. Welch placed 19 votes behind Bergaust who was
second In the primary election.
The grounds for contesting
the election stemmed from
poor control of voting. Students could have managed
to vote several times. This
was the major of several
Irregularities.
The original elections had
occured before spring break
but because of irregularities
Welch contested the results.
He had placed third in this
voting, also. The election
then had to be reset until after spring break.
Other officers installed Tuesday night were Steve Holley, Vice President, Terri
Sue Ritchie, Secretary, Bill
Heisey , Treasurer, and Robin Ferre, Parliamentarian.

Summer Programs Introduced

In 1958, Dr. Raymond C. Dlngledlne, Jr., now head of the
History department, spoke concerning "Madison College—
The Heritage of Her Past."
His address marked the beginning of a year-long commemoration of the 50th anniversary.
The following March, the year's activities were climaxed
by the dedication of six new
by the delivery of lectures analyzing the impact of science
and technology on live and by
The dedication of six new buildings. The new buildings included Burruss, Logan, Wayland,
and G if ford Halls, the Anthony
Seeger Campus School, and the
Reed Infirmary.
Continued on Page 6
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By DONNA COLLINS
It is time to plan for the
upcoming summer school session. B you are a student with deficiencies in some academic area, summer school offers a good opportunity to improve.
Summer school also allows
one to finish a semester or
year early by taking only the
normal course load of twelve hours. A student can also
bring his cp.a. up by repeating a course since the last grade received on a course is the
one used in computing the
g.p.a. Suspended students will
now be allowed to pull up their g.p.a. in a summer session and appeal for re-entry
the following year without hav-

ing to sit out the customary year..
This summer the sessional
Madison will have new advantages and Innovative programs
for both graduate and undergraduate students.
The new May session is being
offered for the first time this
summer and is especially for
Madison students who want to
get summer jobs. Students can
stay on after the regular session this spring and take three
credit hours during the May
session and still have time for
a summer job. The courses
are oriented to Madison students and include some unique
programs. A graduate course
In Biology will be entirely devoted to studying first hand the

flora and fauna of such places
as Massanutten Mountains,
Reddish Knob, Big Meadows
and the Alleghany Mountain
Region. A trip to Spain Is planned by the Foreign Language Department for credit and
the History Department is offering a course In Colonial A m erican life that will Include some time in Wllllamsburg, Virginia.
Registration for the May session is May 13. Students planning to attend this session
are urged to see their advisors for course planning and
approval as soon as possible.
The eight week summer session and the four week seContinued on Page 12
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Editorial And
Opinion Page
Pages 2

SGA Officers Face
Hard Grind Ahead
At long last, the SGA elections are finally over
It was a tiresome involved process, and one which
could have been considerably shortened by some
constructive advance planning on the part of the
current SGA leaders.
Be that as it -ft?"*
least have a new president, a new vice-president
treasurer, parliamentarian and secretary, as weu
as a new and important constitution.
Congratulations are in order to Carol Lempe,
Steve Holly, BUI Heisey, Teri Sue Ritchie and Robin Ferre, the new officers of the Student Government. It is now their responsibility, especially Ms.
Lempe's, to see that the new constitution is put
into effect, and to try and bring the cumbersome
task giant that is the SGA into some kind of coherent order. This is no easy task.
It is, of course, impossible in any organization
such as a student government to be entirely free
from problems and shortcomings. It is no easy
task to buUd an SGA which is truly responsive to
the needs and desires of the student body while at
the same time being "under the thumb" of aa administration.
In the case of our SGA, there are
several problems which need to be taken care of
before the new constitution and officers can begin
the Job ahead.
One area in particular needs attention. The complaint has been raised in the past that many Senators have been grossly negligent in their failure to
report SGA business to the students they represent
It appears that a housecleanlng is In order for the
SGA Itself.
Perhaps the most important need is for the new
officers to restore the faith of the students In the
SGA^ On reflection the word "Instill" might be a
better word. The SGA this year, and in the past,
has not been the recipient of the student's trust or
respect, and for very good reasons. It is difficult
to trust and respect and organization as confused and
disorganized as SGA has been in the past, despite
the efforts of some genuinely concerned individuals who tried their best to make SGA work. These
and other problems face the new officers as they
take office.
It remains to be seen If Ms. Lempe and Company
can bring the SGA to some kind of order and instill a sense of trust and confidence in the government.
She may be assured of our support In her
efforts to deal with the problems she faces In the
coming months.

THE SHEAF
Students sometimes have to be satisfied with less than adequate accomodation.

College Continues To
Gargle Status Quo
Dear Editor:
•liberal education" painfully
How long will this college
community gargle with the
learned that it would take a mistatus quo? Would it be honracle, If not a dozen, to change
est to make this a projection
anything on either side of Hillfor the next year or the next
crest.
decade?
I congratulate Ms. Lempe on
In the last paragraph of Prewinning the "experiment" and
sident Carrier's message to
wish her and her suitors the
the students in the second page
best of luck for the future.
of the student handbook, the
They'll need It.
former Vice President for Academic Affairs at Memphis StYours in spite of Him,
ate reminds the campus that
Bob Bergaust
•...the ultimate decisions are
yours for it is your life that
is being molded." How then,
does one account for the statements on pages 36,47, and 75
which clearly point out that It
CPS- A republican candidate
is the president and no one elhas been charged with postse, who has the final say on
ing anti-Nixon posters. All
student lifestyle?
the billboards contained were
Twelve thousand bits of was- the candidate's name Chuck
ted paper and four weeks later,
Dick.
I have at the expense of my

Chuck Dick

Women's Sports Pushed
In The Background
Dear Editor:
As members of the Alpha
Sigma Alpha intramural basketball team, we take offense
at the article written by Chuck
Lockard in Tuesday's "Breeze." The article was extremely sarcastic and did not
really reflect the fine performances by both the ASA and
AST teams. It appears as
if women's Intramural sports
have been arbitrarily shoved
into the background. We believe that this is the first
mention of women's intramural basketball in the "Breeze" all season. It seems as
if the author of the article
Opinions expressed in THE
BREEZE reflect those of their authors and do not neccessarlly reflect those of the
editors or staff of the newspaper or Madison College. Unsigned editorials are the expressed opinions of the Editorial Board of THE BREEZE.

feels that women's basketball
is not interesting or important enough to the Madison
College readers to be featured in an article by itself.
It has to be combined with
a comparison to men's basketball. Throughout the frequent articles of the men's
Intramural basketball scene,
was there any mention of the
women's teams? Of course
not!! The guys must be so
great that they can stand alone.
But In order for women's basketball to be good reading,
some mention Of the guys must
be made. Is the author afraid
that no one will read an article on women's intramural
sports?
In further intramural sports
reporting,
the "Breeze"
sports staff should be made
aware of the fact that there
are women's Intramural
sports on campus that should
be reported fairly and completely. It's about v time that

the women's intramural program gets the same amount
of publicity as the men's program has been receiving.
Janice S. Beall
Linda L. DeShaze
Jill English
Loretta Lewis
Becky Oliver
Lori Sue Tiller
Diane Niewenheeis
Claudia Szarnlckl
Debbie Hughson
Kathy Snowden
Teri Sue Ritchie
Karla Roberts
Kathy Hoobler
Debby Wright
Kathy Mclntyre
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A Legal History and Folklore Study of Marijuana

FRANKLY SPEAKING"

by Phil Frank

Marijuana Misunderstood
headed the Federal Bureau of
Narcotics. He said "Marijuana
is an addictive drug which would induce insanity, criminality and ultimately, death."
Industries protested the outlawing of marijuana. The Roby LINDY KEAST and DAK
pe Industry collapsed and the
JAMES
Birdseed Industry was greatPhi Alpha Theta and Phi Ga- ly
effected. A spokesman for
mma Mu Fraternities sponsothe birdseed industry said,
red a lecture by Charles Whl"I know of no other seed that
tebread last Monday night on
makes their coats so lustrous
the Legal History of Marijuand makes them sing so muana. Mr. Whitebread Is a lawch."
yer from the University of ViDr. Woodward, a member of
rginia Investigating the Marithe Investigation Committee,
juana Laws In the United StaAct of 1937. He said "There
tes. The first section of this
doesn't exist any demonstra- .
article Is a summary of Mr.
ble evidence that marijuana
Whitebread's lecture on the
Is dangerous at all." One mehistory of marijuana and the
mber of the Committee's resecond section Is the result
ply was: "If you don't say anof a survey on the folklore
ything good about the law why
of marijuana.
don't you go home?"
The Harrison Law of Utah in
The Democrats were pushing
1914 was the first law prohithe bill, and the Republicans
biting the use of marijuana in
wanted the answers to two quthe United States. It categoriestions: 'What's this bill abzed marijuana as a narcotic
out?" and "How does the
drug, and declared the possesA.M.A. stand on this bill?"
sion a criminal act,punishabOne Democrat remarked that
le by law.
•their doctor", William WentDuring the period between the
worth (he didn't even know Dr.
Harrison Law of 1914 and the
Woodward's correct name)
Federal Marijuana Tax Act of
came down to support the bill
1937, 27 states passed crim100%." Dr. Woodward's appainal laws against the use of
rent about face was one inflmarijuana.
uence on the ratification of
According to Mr. Whitebrthe 1937 Anti-Marijuana Tax
ead, there were three major
Act.
groups that influenced the adIt is recorded in the Fedoption of the new laws.
eral Bureau of Narcotics' fiThe first of these groups was
le of 1937 that 39 of the 41
the Mexican Americans. Acmembers of the Council said
cording to one Texas senator,
they didn't know anything about
the Mexicans migrated to the
Marijuana, and two said they
U.S. and Introduced marijuana
did. Those two were Woodward
to the Southwest. He stated
and Munch.
•All the Mexicans are crazy
Munch conducted experime-?
and this must be what makes
nts on the effects of Marijuthem that way." These antiana on 30 dogs. He Injected
Mexican sentiments resulted
what he believed to be synthin marijuana prohibition acresized marijuana into the bross the Southwest.
ains of the dogs, in extremely
Those that professed the
large quantities. Two of the 30
"substitution idea" in New Yodogs died, but it was not until
rk urged prohibition in the No1944 that marijuana was acrtheast. This group felt that
curately synthesized. Dr. Muthe hard drug addicts and al- nch testified that he tried
coholics, cut off from their
marijuana. His testimony stdrugs, would substitute mariates *I took two puffs and It
juana for their present drug
turned me into a bat, I flew
addiction.
around the room for five miThe third large influence on
nutes and then found myself
the outlawing of marijuana was
at the bottom of a 200 foot
the Mormon Church. They prinkwell." The headline run in
ohibited its use and urged its
the following edition of the loIllegality.
cal paper was: "Killer Drug
The Tax Act of 1937 was the
Turns Doctor Into Bat".
National Prohibition of MariMr. Whltebread, the lecturjuana. During the Congressioer, said that it was from Munal Hearings, Harry Ansllnger
nch's statement that the antl-

(Editor's Note: This is the first
of two articles concerning the
legal history and folklore of
marijuana.)
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mauljuana sentiments of the
40's came. The statement, not
the government propaganda,
provided the background for
"Reefer Madness" and other
reactionary films and books.
Between 1944 and 1948, the
law enforcement threatened
the Jazz musicians. The Drug
Commission felt they evaded
the draft because of drug addiction, and Louis Armstrong,
Benny Goodman and other musicians were closely watched
by personal narcotics agents.
The Commissioner said "I
don't mean good musicians,
I mean Jazz musicians." The
result of this statement was
23,000 letters of protest. This
was a greater reaction than
any other single Incident In the
next 30 years.
In 1951, the Boggs Act grouped marijuana with narco- Post Office Box 1523 East Lansing. Michigan 48823
tics for the first time, because, they claimed, it is "the
first and certain step to heroin
addiction." The Boggs Act inferred that foreign enemies
were trying to subvert the nation with drugs. This was the
origin of the "stepping stone
theory" which states that marBYCINDI CARNEY
reduction in the pumping of the
ijuana is the first step to hardSlow
down
for
a
moment
and
blood.
er drug addiction.
There Is an entire pamphrelax. Lean far back into your
In 1956, organized crime belet
devoted to these studies.
chair
and
feel
yourself
sink
gan making huge amounts of
"Scientific
Research on Traninto
it
as
your
muscles
lose
money from smuggling and deall
tension.
Drift
with
the
scendental
Meditation" corraling In drugs. Penalties inelates
the
physiological
profreeness
of
your
thoughts
and
creased in almost every state,
lightness
of
your
body
for
Just
cesses
that
occur
during
TM
for possession or sale of drto
resulting
psychological
this
short
while.
ugs. Most state representaNo, this is not a drug-imstudies. These studies have
tives felt however, that where
shown that meditators exhibit
posed
stupor,
one
can
achieve
the profit motive was high enreduced nervousness, inhibithis
state
of
total
repose
ough, the penalties would not
through a natural, biological
tion and irritability while ineffect the trade. Over 1500
creasing awareness, self-asprocess known as Transcenpeople were executed in Iran
suredness and sociability.
dental
Meditation.
for drug penalties, and it efMeditation is a simple, phyMeditation Increases full pofected their trade very little,
siological
process
which
any
tential
of the mind through
and this was the U.S. repreindividual can learn. Followdestroying the barriers and
sentatives' logic. The "Proing introductory meetings, the
stresses that block the use
hibition Syndrome", as it was
aspiring
meditator
attends
one
of one's patentlal. These
called, stated that disrespect
meeting where he/she Is inbarriers may be any psychofor this law might cause disdividually taught the practice
logical hangups and can be rerespect for all laws.
and
is
given
his/her
personal
placed
with awareness.
From 1957 to 1967, a marimantra (a word such as OM).
The ancient Vedlc scholars,
juana offense was the most seThis mantra, when used in the
a tribe who was known to have
riously punished crime in Viproper
technique
of
meditation
lived
in North India between
rginia. The lecturer felt that
induces
the
mind
to
achieve
1500
and
1200 B.C., are credtoday the laws have been "swited
with
the development of
the
deeper
and
finer
levels
of
inging back." Oregon has deconsciousness.
One
does
not
transcendental
meditation.
criminalized marijuana, and
concentrate
during
meditatiThe
art
of
TM
has been
declared it a misdemeanor and
passed
on
through
the many
on; one frees the mind of all
other states are expected to
Indian generations, until the
thoughts
to
allow
spontaneous
follow.
most recent efforts of Maactivity.
The lecturer also felt that
harishl Mihesh Yoga to proTo
meditate,
one
does
not
one reason that marijuana is
mote TM throughout the Westhave to don a flowing white
being decriminalized Is becaern World.
robe
and
pervade
the
room
use some members of conseAlthough the mysterious atwith Incense. No worship of
rvative groups are publically
mosphere surrounding the
strange
gods
is
a
prerequiadmitting that they have "trfad of meditation has faded
site to learning TM. Crosied it". William Buckley, a
with the hippies and the Beasing one's legs "Indian style"
conservative politician said
tles, the Maharishi Is activeIs
not
even
required,
althhe smoked marijuana'outside
ly organizing a method to
ough one finds It is often
the territorial limits, in the
teach TM. The Science of
the
most
comfortable
position.
privacy of (his) boat."
Creative intelligence (SCO 1*
Futhermore,
a
meditator
There have been over 2 50,000
the science behind TM and is
does not have to find a babconvictions a year on marijuataught "to provide the Indivibling
brook
with
weeping
na among white, middle class
dual with the systematic knowwillows carresslng a soft carAmericans. Many politicians
ledge and experience of pure
pet
of
grass.
One
can
medifeel this is too large a group
creative Intelligence basic to
tate
anywhere
in
the
library,
to classify Its members as
the study and full development
in the student union, in the
"criminals."
of any discipline and the perprivacy
of
one's
room.
Mr. Whitebread's closing reformance
of progressive and
Meditation Is a completely
mark was: "No matter whose
creative
action"
as state in
physiological process. Stuview you accept...it is certain
the
Maharishi
International
Udies have proven that breaththat the Impact of the prosenlverslty
(MTU)
catalogue.
ing becomes shallower and
cutions is far greater than
Transcendental Meditation
pulse
rate decreases while '
seriousness of the crime. The
is
not only for Indian gurus,
meditating.
Cardiac
output
prosecutions seem to be more
TM Is for everyone.
decreases
which
indicates
a
detrimental than the drug."

'OF COURSE, I'LL HAME TO CUANGEl
THE PROJECT TITLE TO EFFECTS
OF MARIJUANA INTAKE ON MONKEYS
ABB RESEARCH ASSISTANTS j"

Tensions Released
Through Meditation
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New Courses For Fall
Editor's Note: THIS is a first In a series of listings of
new courses being offered next year In the various
academic departments of the college.

Psychology
The Psychology department
is expanding greatly next year
with many new course offerings and new course proposals
pending approval. Like never
before, more and more interdepartmental classes are developing. Probably the most interesting item Is a somewhat
new idea incorporated Into the
course labeled Psychology
400.
Psychology 400
Topics In Psychology
This is a "student Interest"
type of course In which small,
special classes may be sponsored by the Psyc. dept. There are two classes being offered under this heading next
year; one deals with sensitivity training and the other
with leadership training. Other areas of interest suggested covered such topics as
psychology of women,-Black
psychology, or community psychology. This course allows
a method for adding new classes In the Psychology Dept.

>

to serve any segment of the
student body.
A. Psychology 400
Topics in Psychology; Seminar In Sensitivity Training and Small Groups
The course Is designed to
acquaint advanced undergraduage students with the various aspects involved in sensitivity training and small groups. It will include super-,
vised sensitivity experiences
and critical discussions of
contemporary issues arising
in sensitivity training and small groups. Permission of the
staff required as prerequisite.
B. Psychology 400
Topics In Psychology; Leadership Development
Restricted for students working in student services, campus organizations, residence halls, and student government, instituted to aid In the
further development of their
leadership capabilities.

Psychology 486
Psychological and Sociological Aspects of Sports
Students will Investigate the
psychological and sociological
implications of sports in the
U.S. and other cultures. This
course between the' Physical
Education, Psychology, and
Sociology departments, and Is
classes waiting final approval.
Psychology 315
3 credits
Psychology of the Consumer
A service course for business majors, It is designed
to give the student fundamental
knowledge of the psychological
principles underlying consumer behavior. Emphasis is
placed on the understanding
of the motivational processes
Involved in buying behavior,
advertising techniques, and
general marketing research
techniques. A prerequisite is
the permission of the instructor.

Pot Scales
Psychology 320
3 credits
Perception and Information
Processing
For this course, perception
Is the key word. There will be
an exploration of the nature
and development of the human
sensory capabilities, the manner in which sensory information Is processed and
stored, and how these mechanisms affect one's perception
of the environment. Art and
physics will be Involved, as
well as biology as the brain
and nervous system are
studied.
30C

30C

SMORGASBORD
Monday & Tuesday 5 - 8 p.m. $1.50

THURSDAY NITE
IS COLLEGE NITE!
$1.00 Off Any Medium Pizza With 1.0.

(FOR BOTH STUDENTS & FACULTY]

PIZZAIJUT
LOCATED NEXT TO THE CLOVERLEAF SHOPPING CENTER

WMRA DJs
Pat Scales hosts the Thursday night "Soul Seranade"
from 9 p.m. - midnight.
Pat's tap dancing, 4-H Club
basketball and majorette days
at Cumberland H.S. are gone
but she's busy again at Madison as an active Sophmore
Communication Arts major.
She finds time for the College
Judicial Council, Black Student Alliance and several duties a WMRA in addition to a
heavy class load. A WMRA
news team member, she reads
summaries twice weekly and
covers on the scene Madison
highlights such as last Saturday's Frisbee tournament.
On her "Soul Seranade"
show, the only all-soul show

on WMRA, she features progressive soul artists like
"War," "Mandral," "Kool
and the Gang," and of course
lady soul "Aretha Franklin."
Once in a while old Motown
soul sounds like the "Temptations" and "Supremes"
make the scene. Pat saves
her breath for good, worth
while comments between songs, concentrating mostly on
the overall musical tone. Inuring the three hours she
wants to "expose Madison
students to different types of
soul sounds than they usually hear on the average music station^"
Listen toPat's soul sounds
9 p.m.-midnight Thursdays.

UNUSUAL MERCHANDISE
It's Harrisonburg's Most Unusual Stores

GLEN'S FAIR PRICE
STORE
187 N. Main S'
8 Track Stereo Tapes
$2 99 each

GLEN'S GIFT
CENTER
95 S. Main St.
Gifts of Distinction

Home Owned Stores With
FRIENDLY PEOPLE TO SERVE
YOU AND SOLVE YOUR NEEDS

******** *********±*^*************+

t
Travel and Studies
*
This Summer
j
{Paris! Vienna! 4 Weeks Rome!;
Local Professor and wife are organizing
a small group for tour classes at
University of Vienna June 2 5-July 30
Credit May Be Earned
Cost about $1,000

*.

J
For Info Call 828-6998
*•**••**•••**********•*************

V

-*

Honor Council Election
Madison's Honor Council
will hold an election for President on Thursday, April 4 In
the Post Office Lobby. Included on the ballot will be a referendum dealing with proposed organizational and procedural changes. The present Honor Council Offices are
encouraging the student body
to support this referendum.

The maf or change deals with
the future selection of Council
members. At the beginning of
each school year, professors
will Inform their students that
those Interested in holding an
Honor Council position should
secure and application from
their respective school of study. Each academic school
will select four applicants.

Criterion Club Winners
The winners of the literary
to Anne Worthlngton for "Grand art contest sponsored by
andfather.*
the Criterion Club Including
Phyllis Duncan won first plpoetry, short stories and geace In the short story division
neral art, have been selected
for "The Encounter*, and Frby a panel of Madison College aud Barker placed second for
faculty Judges.
•Alas, Poor Yorlck.* HonorThe poetry winners Included
able Mention was given to
first place winner Bob Ber"Gray Violets* by Janice COA
gaust for "Eucharist*; sectes.
end place winner Brad BurkIn the general art contest,
holder for «A Thing More Aone winner was chosen from
live»; and Honorable Mention
each of four categories. These categories Included Printing, drawing, design, and
Photography. Judy Rau was
given first prize for her black and white print «Debby*.
Mary Ann StUlman won first
The Psl Chapter of Alpha
place In both the drawing and
Sigma Tau Sorority are hostthe design categories for uning District Day this Saturday,
tltled works. First place in
March 30th at Madison College. Participating will be four the Photography category was
Chapters from District III, awarded to Jay Tigner for a
which Includes Zeta Tau from photograph untltled.
Longwood College In FarmvilJudges of the literary porle Va., Alpha Lambda from tion of the contest were Mr.
Radford College In Radford Todd Zelss andMr.BrtfceCaVa., Omicron from Concord rnes of the English DepartCollege in Athens West Va., ment. Mr. Steve Zapton and
Chi from Shepherd College in Mr. Ken SmagaJ from the Art
Shepherds town, West Va., and Department Judged the art diother distinguished guests and vision. Over one hundred dolalumnae. All the sisters of lars was awarded In prize moAlpha Sigma Tau urge the stu- ney. AU contest winners will
dent body to welcome our visi- nave their work published In
ting guests.
the 1974 Chrysalis.

District
Day
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New Zealand
Debate Team

These will be reviewed by an
advisory board. This committee will select two members from each school. The
president and vice-president
will be selected at large.
All Honor Council investigation will be handled by a coordinator and his assistant.
They will be selected by the
Honor Council and will work
under the associate director
of Student Affairs.
Some trial proceedings will
also be reviewed and changed to facilitate all involved.

Challenges

Miss Wei ton

Recital Sunday
The Madison College Music
Department will present Miss
Mary Geneva Welton, mezzosoprano, in her senior recital Sunday afternoon at 3:00
p.m. in the Latlmer-Shaeffer
Auditorium.
The program will Include
art songs by Granados, Schumann, and Chausson. Also
included will be an aria from
Verdi's "Don Carlo" and four
contemporary English songs.

Miss Welton is a senior In
music education. She Is president of Sigma Alpha Iota, a
professional music fraternity
for women, and Is student director of the Women's Concert
Choir. In addition , she holds
memberships in the College
Chorale, Kappa Delta Pi, and
the Music Educator's National Conference. Last year,
Miss Welton received the
Miss Welton received the Music Dept. Award for scholarship.
There is no admission charge and the public Is invited
to attend.

Fashion Show
The Madison College Womens Club will present a club
luncheon and showing of spring fashions by Ney's House
of Fashion on Saturday at
12:30 p.m. in the Warren Campus Center Ballroom.
In addition to the luncheon
and fashion show, door prizes will be given and a short
business meeting will beheld.
This event Is open to Madison College faculty women
and their guests. The admisssion charge Is $2.75 per
person.

A team of debaters from Victoria University at Wellington in New Zealand wlU visit
the Madison campus this Monday. The team will participate In a public debate against
two members of the College
Intercollegiate debate team.
The New Zealand debaters
are currently touring the United States in a program sponsored by the Speech Communication Association. Beginning In January the team has
journeyed to a number of college campuses to engage in
audience debates on a variety of topics. At Madison the
Victoria debaters will argue
the negative on the topic •Resolved: that the people get the
politicians they deserve."
All members of the college
community are cordially invited to attend the debate. Admission is free and the contest wlU take place at 7 p.m.
on Monday April 1 in the Latimer Schaffer Theatre of Duke Fine Arts Center.

RENEE'S HAIRSTYLING
Cut and Blow Dry
Student Special

$7.00
45.00

„

KEEZEL BUILDING ON MAIN STREET
ACROSS FROM ELBOW ROOM
OPERATORS

Karen Miller
Darlene Atkins

Barbara Blosser
Patty Warble

Porpoise Club Show
The Porpoise Club will
ub and a coach of synchropresent its annual spring
nized swimming in Richmond.
show tonight in Savage NataThe Porpoise Club Is a cotorium at 8 p.m. for an aded organization with twentymission charge of fifty cents. five members. Coach CharThe performance is directed les Arnold Is advisor of the
by Ellen Eggboen and Marcla club.
The club previously
Colder, two members of the performed at Homecoming and
club.
at the Holiday Concert with
the
Dance Theatre.
The theme of the show Is
The
show is open to the pub"The Water World of Disney."
lic.
The twelve^djfferent synchronized swimming routines incl- •
ude such Disney creations as
Snow White, Robin Hood, Lady
and the Tramp, Cinderella,
and a comical routine, "Get
Me to the Church on Time."
performed by four Madison | 42 W.Broe. St.
men.
• Lab Supplies - Balsa Wood
Diane Nleuwenhues, an ed- •
Kits And Supplies
ucation major from Richmond, :
Of All Kinds
will perform a solo as Snow
White. Miss Nleuwenhues Is | A Complete Hobby Shop
president of the Porpoise Cl-

Eddie Hayden
| Hobby Shop

434-7271

WERNER'S MARKET, INC.

/*
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''Focused on

the Wm of 75

Tubs and Pumps Furnished

Make your appointment now

Old Milwaukee « Schlifz Kegs
Cold Beer « Cold Win*

your YEARBOOK PORTRAITS

TOP VALUE STAMPS
915 South High Street
Dall 434-6895

GOOD LUCK MADISON DUKES

Bluestone Office, WCC
April 110-1

-/
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Continued from Page 1
One of the 1959 speakers was
Dr. Ashley Montagu, an anthropologist and social biologist. He had written, among
others, a book entitled "The
Natural Superiority of Women." The Founders Day program described that book as
having "brought him cheers
from women the world over
and from men, reactions too
numerous and diverse to catalog."
After the 50th anniversary
celebrations, Founders Day
resume the normal type of
resumed the normal type of
recognition. Speakers during
the following ten years included alumni, scholars, a university president,* and a U.S.
Senator.

Dr. Romao Olives, Madison'a "Galloping Gourmet" prepares some special delicacies for his
Psychology 234 class.

ered invaluable service to
series of annual lectures to be
Madison Collge. Selction procaUed the James Madison leccedures take Into account
ture series. Emphasis was to
service over a period of
be placed on topics related to
years with special emphasis
President Madison or the peon the year then ending.
riod within which he lived
(1763-1828). It was suggested
that there be two lectures,
Honor Societies
one at the morning Convocation and a second in the evenIn 1970, the installation of
ing.
new members of the Percy H.
So it was that In March,
Warren Senior Women's Soc1968 Dr. Roy F. Nichols, Paiety was Included in Founders
st President of the American
Day Activities. Organized in
Historical Association delive1965, the society recognizes
red the first James Madison
outstanding senior women disLecture. His topic was 'James
tinguished by service, scholMadison and the First American Establishment.• A tradiarship, and leadership.
Three years later, in 1973,
tion was born.
the James Madison LeaderDuring the past six years the
ship Society was formed to relecture series has retained its
Importance. Efforts to widen
cognize male students who diJames Madison
splay outstanding academic athe appeal of the presentation
Lectures
chlevement and leadership on
have resulted In talks by litcampus. The Installation of
erary scholars, an American
During the spring of 1967, a
new members Into this society
studies expert, an archeologroup of faculty from the Sogist, and even a performing
has since been Included in the
cial Science Division submitexpert on folksongs. The coFounders Day program.
ted a suggestion to President
ntrolling aim has been to preG. Tyler Miller. Noting the prPresent and Futuro
sent programs which are both
oximity James Madison's bischolarly
and
enjoyable.
rthday, March 16, and FounThe evening lecture format
PRESENT AND FUTURE
ders Day, the professors adFounders Day, 1974 has behas
been
changed,
however,
vised the establishment of a
en planned in conjunction with
and a variety of cultural actithe Fine Arts Festival. E*
vities has been used, beginning In 1970. Although no evvents scheduled earlier In the
ening activity was scheduled
day Included performances
two years ago, the other three
table everyone gathered arby
the Solomons Dance Comintervening Founders Days
ound and feasted their eyes
pany,
workshops In literature
have occasioned performanon the mysterious protein
and
art
and a Baroque Chaand carbohydrate dish. The ces of Early-American music
mber
music
performance.
main course consisted of a and drama. Thr##
This
morning,
the Baroque
variety of fried rices with
Chamber
players
are scheduldiced ham and eggs. Along
Other Innovations
ed
to
bold
a
workshop
from
with this came plnapple saAlong
with
the
start
of
the
9-11
a.m.
lad, fruit salad, bean casserAt 11 »•»«. the Founders
ole and many tasty deserts James Madison Lectures,
1968
marked
the
beginning
of
Day
Convocation will begin.
of cake, cookies, and fudge
three
additional
Founders
Day
Mr.
Clement
E. Conger, Curbrownies. Everyone heaped
features.
Apparently
someone
ator
of
the
White
House, will
their plates high and seated
present the James Madison
themselves among many of th- felt the students should have
Lecture. The slide-illustraeir classmates. While ever- a greater part In the proceted lecture Is entitled "The
Two awards were
one ate, a lively conversa- edings.
White House Today."
announced,
The
James
Madition arose among the walls
This afternoon, Ikenberry
son
Essay
Award
and
the
Jaof Dr. Ollvas' beautiful home
Hall will be dedicated at 2
mes
Madison
Oratorical
Aand each student g
p.m. The haU is named for
ward. These awards were to
and each student began to
Dr. J. Emment Ikenberry and
go
respectively
to
the
studlearn more about one another.
the late Mrs. Ikenberry' At
ents
presenting
the
best
esBy the close of the luncheon
2:30 p.m. Dr. Robert L. Bensay
and
speech,
concerning
more names were exchanged
edetti will hold a workshop In
and Dr. Ollvas' students has James Madison. Contributidrama. At 4 p.m. an Alumni
ons were submitted and the
experienced a long lasting
Tea will be held In the Duke
emembrance of an entirely 1968 awards were presented
Fine Arts Center, along with
during the Founders Day Condifferent atmosphere from
the opening of an exhibition
vocation.
his classroom.
of Madisonlan silber pieces.
Not so in 1969, however.
Dr. Ollvas' master plan was
Later this evening at 8 p.m.
to break the Ice between his Lack of Interest on the part
Dr. Benedettl will speak on
students and himself as a of the student body cancel"The Theatre and Its Place
professor. By doing this the led the awards that year and
In the Arts" In the Latimerclassroom became a more has each year since, with the
Shaeff er Theatre.
relaxed atmosphere for lear- exception of 1970, when the
Looking toward next year,
ning and oral participation. oratorical award was last
Founders Day activities will
given.
most likely center on the natThe third innovation of
ural sciences, mam, and phil1968 has enjoyed a higher
osophy. Plans are also being
degree of success. This amade to hold Founders Day in
ward, The James Madison
connection
with homecoming
SOS N. Mason St
Distinguished Service Award
activities
for
alumni. The
is presented annually to a
A Meal for Bvoryono
American
Bicentennial
two
person judged to have rendyears from now promises to
make Founders Day, 1976 the
most successful yet.

Next Homemaker?
Thong-Along

withviiver
Casuals
i

Can tills possibly be the
next homemaker of tomorrow?
Who knows, but it is a fact
that wherever there is delicious food there Is certainly a crowd nearby to gobble It up. Having this thought In mind, Dr. Romeo Ollvas lured his psychology
234 students to his home by
tempting their taste buds wlth a mysterious dish. It was
only after his students agreed
to attend the luncheon that
he gave a hint to his secret
dish which was to consist of
proteins and carbohydrates.
The class divided into four
groups each bringing either
a salad, vegetable, desert,
or drink.
When the day of the planned feast finally arrived many
recognizable but nameless
faces appeared on his door
step along with many delicious smelling foods to eat.
After placing the food on the

ELUEfflDGEI
MUSIC
EMPORIUM
Guitar,BanJo,and
Fiddle classes
Country.Bluegrass
Blues Harmonica

What could be better
than barefoot? The
sandalfoot look of
supple latigo leather
with colorful handcrafted detail. Unique
tire-tread sole feels
so light you can fly!
Poppy...

Finest instruction
available

l5'AWau5au5t
434-57%

Burger Chef

IN EVERY ENDING THERE'S A NEW BEGINNING

Grad Announcements

m id
WOMBLES
92 South Main Street

mim

APRIL 17, 18, & 19
EVANGELIST CHARLES R0DGEIS - SHAKER

Announcements for Graduation will be given out Tues.,
April 2 from 12 to 7 p.m. In
meeting Room "C" of the
W.C.C. If you are unnable to
pick them up at this time,
please make arrangements
for someone else to pick them up for you.

i—
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Are You Ready to Graduate?
Are you ready to graduate?
Where do you go from here?
Are you prepared to make new
decisions, not only relative to
your profession, but about
earthy things like new cars,
Insurance, and planning your
wedding? Do you have all the
information to make these decisions?
The Student Alumni Association in conjunction with the
Madison College Alumni Association has arranged for
several seminars to give you
Information on solutions to
practical type problems everyone faces after graduation.
You are invited to attend as
many seminars as you like.
The seminar program gets
underway on Monday, April 1,
at 7:00 p.m. In the South Ballroom of the Warren Campus
Center.
The topic will be
"Your Job Interview" conducted by Mr. E. J. Robson from
the personnel agency of Snelllng and Snelllng.

Applications
Available
The State Teacher's Application Forms for the 1974
Summer Session are now avallable In the Office of Admissions and Financial Aid,
Varner House, Room 202 for
students who are already In the
program. These can be secured Immediately. April 26,
1974 Is the last day to apply
for the Summer scholarship.
This office will be open
from 8:00 am to 5:00 pm
dally, Monday through Friday
Including the noon hour. Applications must be completed
in ink—no pencils.

Also on Monday at 8:30
p.m. a seminar on "Low Cost Travel" will be offered
This program will include tips
on the least expensive trips
and ways to travel by Mrs.
Marian Jenkins from Travel
Counselors, inc.
Two seminars will be presented Tuesday evening, April
2. At 7:00 p.m. "Buying A
Car" will be the topic of discussion and will be conducted
by Mr. Glen Sbomo. Jr., President of' Town and Country Mo
tors, Inc. "Insurance Needs"
will follow at 8:30 p.m. with

Council Passes
3 Proposals
The meeting of the College
Council was held last Thursday night, March 20. Three
Important proposals were passed.
(1) The Council approved a
proposal to provide the option
of pass-fail registration for
all physical education courses. This proposal will now be
Included in the General Catalogue under Pass-Fall.
"Note: A student Is permitted to register for physical
education activity courses
(one credit hour each) on a
pass-fall basis at any time,
without regard to minimum
hours completed or grade point average.*
(2) The Council approved the
request of the Department of
Communication Arts to reconsider the award of Bachelor
of Science degree as an option to the Bachelor of Arts
degree.
(3) A committee to study the
maximum number of hours required In academic majors
will be
wm
De Initiated.
initiated.

Warner
Bicycle Co.
Featuring
FUJI, ATALA, NISHIKI
60 1/2 Elisabeth st.
Harrlsonburg

guest speaker Mr. M. B. Markey, Jr. from Harrisonburg.
On Thursday April 4 a seminar entitled "Finding A Place To Live" Will be presented at 7:00 p.m. by a member of the Northern Virginia
Board of Realtors and at 8:30
p.m. Mrs. W. E. Barnettfrom;
the House of Brides will conduct a seminar "Planning A
Wedding."

The two pictures above are a part of the "Leonardo Da Vinci Exhibit" shown at this week's Fine
Arts Festival In Duke.
Today Is Founder's Day,

will not be held between
10:30 a.m. until 12:15 p
Ison College to commemorate
The following are the events
the establishment of Madison
scheduled today for both FounCollege In 1908 by the Vir- der's Day and the Fine Arts
ginia General Assembly. Cl- Festival.
FOUNDERS DAY CONVOCATION
"The House Tour"
Clement Conger, WHITE House Curator
11:00 a.m.
Chairman of the Fine Arts Commttte of
Department of the State
Wilson Auditorium
anpifal

Volunteers Needed
Volunteers are needed by the
Salvation Army to help with the
Christian Coffee house to be
held on Friday nights. People
are also needed to entertain
in groups etc. If Interested
Call Ann Scott on campus at
4538 or at the Salvation Army
434-4854.

Sigma Nu Frat
Goes National
On February 24,1974, the
Madison Colony of Sigma Nu
Fraternity moved from their
colony staus up to national
status.
During ceremonial procedures Dr. William A miott, Executive Secretary of the National Headquarters of Sigma
Nu presented the Chapter's
Charter to Tom Syndey, Commander of the chapter here
at Madison.
The new chapter Is known
as Iota Delta and Is now the
sexth recognized national fraternity on camDUS.

♦Coiffures
♦ Lorren
♦
♦ Complete
♦
♦
4 beauty (are
♦
Floor
♦ HMezzanine
ostetter Bldg.
♦ 103 S. Main Street
♦

i

434-7375

2:00 p.m.

DEDICATION OF KENBERRY HALL
Dormitory N-8

2:30 p.m.

WORKSHOP IN DRAMA
Dr. Robert Benedlttl
Duke Fine Arts Center

4:00 p.m.

ALUMNI TEA
Opening of Madlsonlan Silver Exhibition
"The Image of an Age"
Harpsicord - Mary Snow
Duke Fine Arts

8:00 p.m.

"THEATRE AND ITS PLACE IN ART"
Dr. Robert L. Benedlttl
Educator, Actor, Director, and Author
Duke Fine Arts Center

8

r ten Teer

^SBJBJST

VicitiM Now!

AUTHORIZED AGENT FOR ALL MAJOR AIRLINES,
STEAMSHIP LINES, TRAIN AND TOUR COMPANIES
Call us for All Your Travel Needs
434-1796
1774 S. Main St. H'burg

HUGHES' PHARMACY, INC
1021 South Main Street
DIAL 434-8650
PRESCRIPTIONS — FILM
COSMETICS — STATIONERY
CANDIES — GREETING CARDS

«
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Gym Converted to Circus
Following her came the Parade of Stars: the bareback riders, the aeiiallsts, and the
elephants, seals, and conies.
Riding on the back of an elephant, Tajana again took her
place In the center ring and,
for the first time ever, brought a black panther Into the
same cage with the elephant.
To the surprise of many, the
panther leaped up on the elephant's back and proceeded to
ride around the ring.
Three pretty aerlallsts made
their appearance In ring one
and performed an aerial ballet
of synchronized flips over
bars, suspended turns and a
series of other feats.

'Let the show begin!' And
with that introduction, honorary ringmaster Madison Collect President Ronald Carrier blew his whistle and set
the staf e.
WUd animals, beautiful clrIs,
the clowns, and many more attractions followed as Godwin
Hall was converted Into a
three-ring circus for two shows on Sunday afternoon, March 24. Children, adults, and
college students alike were
all kept entertained for two hours. The fun, and excitement
were provided by the Hanneford family and their all-new
1974 Royal Hanneford Circus.
The Hanneford Circus Band
struck up a lively tune to present, In the steel arena, TaJana Hanneford and her trained
Bengal and Siberian lions and
tigers. Elaborately-attired in
white sequins and turban Ms.
Hanneford, with a crack of her
whip, had the animals leaping
through hoops, building pyramids, and performing various
other tricks.

Howdy Doody Tim*
"•Howdy Doody'»* a video
tape, will be shown today at
various times In the Campus
Center lounge.

VALLEY
NUTRITION
o
CENTER
'Your Health Food
Store"

s

51 E. Elizabeth St.
(Next to Post Office)
Open:
^lon^Thru Sat., 9:30 - 5:00

(p.

Then, for a quick change of
pace, four basketball-playing
boxer dogs dressed In numbered shirts and little trunks,
came racing into the center
ring and amused the audience
by their attempts to play basketball with balloons. Aided
by a guy and girl, the dogs dashed around the ring, leaped
into the air In an effort to
catch the balloons which resulted in a hilarious few minutes' addition to the rest of
the circus.
Following the completion of
the Hungarian troupe's performance, came Dougle Ashton,
the head clown who had so effetlvely amused the audience
before the circus began. Ashton and another clown performed a musical skit. Pushing
each other off chairs, the two
clowns tried to compete for
the attention of the crowd by
playing a trumpet and a kazoo.
Acts which have been seen
on the Ed Sullivan and the Jackie Gleason shows were next.
A series of acts in each ring

consisted of educated chimps
who did flips, walked a balance beam and did handstands.
Lacy's trained seals balanced
balls and hoops and also walked a balance beam. And educated dogs and a pony who performed such stunts as pushing
carts, rolling a barrel around
the ring, and dogs that rode on
the pony's back.
As a special highlighted feature Penny, a sky-diving canine, climbed a high ladder and
Jumped Into a blanket below,
Suzy the seal walked a tight
wire, and the chimp did a onearmed handstand over a ladder.
After a brief intermission,
the show resumed with an extremely dangerous act with three trained leopards, one of
which Jumped through a flaming hoop of fire. The clowns
made another appearance, this
time In a championship boxing
act which resulted in them throwing water on each other and
throwing a bucket of confetti
Into the crowd. Omaha, a trained horse from Kentucky performed next followed by aerial displays In all three rings.
Probably the show stealer
was the elephant act. Two elephants and their riders did a
variety of stunts which Included rolling barrels, balancing on one leg and an 'elephant handstand.*
The King and Queen of the
air performed another exciting aerial act and the show was
concluded by six generations
of the Hanneford family, bareback riders who performed
fascinating feats of balance on
the backs of four ponies. Peter Hoppner ended this great
performance by doing a series
of horst-to-horse somersaults.
The Hanneford circus, complete with its bareback riders,
aerlallsts, and wild animals,
attracted a large crowd to Godwin Hall, Including many families from the community
who seemed to enjoy the daring and exciting acts Immensely.

Dr. Peter HUlsman Taylor, short story author
and novelist, spoke Wednesday, on "The Short Story and One Act Play." Dr. Taylor was only one of
the many speakers featured, this week in the annual Fine Arts Festival presented In conjunction with the
Arts Festival Committee of Madison College.

Miss Dick Represents AST
Miss Dawne Lea Dick will
represent the Psi Chapter of
Madison College at the Twentieth National Convention of
Alpha Sigma Tau Sorority to
be held In Detroit. Michigan
August 11-17.
The Alpha Sigma Tau Sorority will celebrate a 75th
Anniversary at this Convention. The Psi Chapter was
chartered in May 19, 1944.

ART CREST
DIAMOND TRIO
FOR MORE VALUE
You can be sure o( Ihe enduring beauty and
value It s an Art Crest diamond Bridal set and
groom s band Designer creation in 14K yellow
gold The value is guaranteed by the Art Creit
name'

Prices may change due to
fluctuating Gold prices.

Miss Dick Is a Junior majoring In Elementary Education and was elected President
of the Psi Chapter in February of 1974.
Among the highlights of the
Convention will be the selection of a Convention Queen who
will reign during the Convention. At the Formal Banquet,
special awards will be presented to Individual members and
chapters for scholarship, efficiency and other achievements.

TYPING

Call Mrs. Price
10 yrs. Experience
828-6941

LOOK
INSIDE

iL,
fjT

OP.
S you really want to
know us-look inside...
Don't Judge us by our cover.

Oati Thrsfay,
FfMty Nites
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**

Thinclads Win ®*
Madison College captured
its second consecutive home
track meet of the season by
defeating Frostburg State 8065 last Monday evening. This meet saw three Madison
trackmen breaking school re
cords: Mc Donald in the 3
mile run in 14:32.2, Hilton in
the 880 yd. run in 1:57.6.
The other Madison trackmen placing first were: Walton in the long Jump at 21'
2 1/5", Deringer in the 120
yd. hurdles in 15.6, Hartz in
the 100 yd. dash in 10.3, Davis in the triple Jump at 43'

Madison's baseball team
swept a double header against
VMI Tuesday afternoon.
In the first game, Tim Dobson pitched a shut-out as the
Dukes won 5-0. Billy Sample
and Vic Clcchuno each went
2 for 3 in the game.
Madison won the second game 5-3 on a strong pitching
performance by Jeff Moore.

Srmf

Sample has hit safely In each of Madison's 11 games
this spring. His batting average is now .441 on the season. *
Tomorrow, the Dukes will
travel to Ha mpden -Sydney to
play a double header.

Saturday, March 30
Godwin Field
1:00 Sheldon II vs. Nads
2:00 Cross Keys vs. BCAA
3:00 Smokers vs. Hill Toppers
4:00 Shorts 3 vs. BUS
5:00 Base Fours vs. AXP n

4:00 SPE I vs. Weaver A 302
5:00 Zeri's vs. Ashby C
Astroturf
1:00 Outcasts vs. Midnight Ramblers
2:00 ENu vs. Weaver 101
3:00 Logan 2c vs. Sheldon I
4:00 OX Red vs. Ashby A
5:00 Bongers vs. Weaver C

Warren Field
1:00 AXP I vs. Gas House Gang
2:00 Ashby C vs. Twilight S
3:00 Showalter vs. Wood Bros.
4:00 Ashby C vs. Shorts Nads
5:00 Logan 2B vs. SPE B

Monday, April 1
Godwin Field
5:00 MCF VS. AXP I
6:00 Shorts Nads vs. Outcasts

Sunday, March 31
Godwin Field
1:00 Sheldon I vs. Weaver C
2:00 OX White vs. Fed.St.Gang
3:00 KEG B vs. HU1 Toppers

Astroturf
3:00 Couriers vs. Gas House
Gang
4:00 TKE B vs. Smokers
5:00 BCAA vs. Sheldon n
6:00 Logan 13 vs. AXP n

Tennis Tournament

Sports

Alpha Sigma Alpha won the 1974 WRA basketbaU tourney by
defeating Alpha Sigma Tau shortly before spring break.

doubles teams. No lettered
intercollegiate varsity tennis
players may participate in the
tournament.

THE^> rT*i
ope*
SOUTU UN
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Morris Wins Tennis Crown
Ken Morris won the 1974
Spring Intramural Tennis
tournament with a victory over
Mike Baker. Morris and Baker were the finalists of afield
of 32 players who signed up
for the single elimination
tournament.
The tournament was originally scheduled for March 2,
but had to be postponed to
March 3 due to an early morn-

M CAMPING

1HEADQUARTERS
52 E. Market St. Harrisonburg,Va. 434-2378

ITIV,T,r,ri,1.,,1.is.|'n'i'i'nrn-i'i'iTiririi

long matches to the tight competitive spirit shown by the
players throughout the day.
Coleman awarded trophies
to Morris and Baker after the
tournament for their performances.

Madison's women's tennis
team swept the singles and
doubles matches Tuesday to
defeat Frostburg State, 7-0.

Band Tryouts
The Madison
College
Marching Band has announced
that try-outs for next year's
majorette and drum major
positions will be held on Saturday, April 6 at 1:30 pm.
All interested persons should
try to contact Mr. Harris,
band director, at the music
office in order to give the
band an approximate number
of candidates trying out.

HOUSE of BEAUTY
HAIRSTYUNG
and

mmmxamm

lng rain. The first two rounds
.of the tournament consisted of
an eight game pro-set, but
few matches ended quickly.
Often It took 12 or 13 games
to win a set. Tourney director Rich Coleman credited the

Women's Tennis

MERLE NORMAN
COSMETICS

One Stop
for Complete
Beauty Care

I

»~——ft

Sample went 1 for 3 in the
game and scored 2 runs.

Softball Schedule

MIN8 WUt~l

»—

5", and D. Davis in the 440
yd. run in 58.5 .
Others scoring for Madison
were: Bland, second in the
long Jump ; Jean, second in the
mile; Gerlach, third in the
mile; Davis, second in the
120 yd. hurdles, Atalla, second In the 100 yd. dash; Ostllnd, second in the pole vault; Perllck, third in the triple Jump, Miller, second in
the 440 yd. run and Donaldson, third in the 440 yd. run.
The next meet will be against Gullford College at
Gullford tomorrow and a trimeet.

Dukes Win Pair
Over Keydets

Theta Chi Fraternity will
hold a doubles tennis tournament starting April land ending April 4. The last day to
sign up 1 s March 29 at
2:30 in Inter-Fraternity Council Office at the Warren Campus Center. The entry fee Is
$2.00 per team, and each team
must supply their own ball and
rackets. The tournament Is
open to female, male or mixed

~»*

765 East Market Street
Harrlsonburg, Virginia
Phone 434-4892
Near Cloverleaf Shopping
Center and Rolling Hills
Shopping Center
J
**
**

Taking off?
Take us up.
There's a place for you on
Piedmont. For a /eekend of
fun, a game out f town, a
quick trip home, whatever—
there's a Piedmont jet or
propjet flight to fit your
plans. With personal,
thoughtful service always.
Piedmont — serving over 75
cities including Chicago,
New York, Washington,
Norfolk, Atlanta, Memphis.
Call us, or your travel agent.
We've got a place for you.

Piedmont
Airlines
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Harlem
Comes To
Godwin

PHOTOS
BY
MORGAN
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Globetrotters Thrill MC Crowd
By WADE STARLING
It Is billed as the Harlem Globetrotter's Variety
Show. There, Is a carnival atmosphere. Pennants,
programs, records, and about anything else you
could want are being sold. It starts out with the
Dynamic Dymille.
Dymllle Is a pink-suited tight
rope walker who's sidekick is a rather attractive
lady who sort of dances around on court while Dymllle does his thing. There would even be a little
suspense in it if the rope were more than six feet
off the ground. Following Dymille Is "The World's
Greatest Juggler - Rudy Cardlnas," a man who Juggles everything from bowling pins to drinking cups.
After his act Is over, you have the feeling that his
billing suits him beautifully. He is, to say the least,
fantastic. And then, to the tune of the famous "sweet Georgia Brown," come the stars. The 48th Edition of the Harlem Globetrotters, "the ones who have
toured 89 countries on six continents. Their lineup consists of Bobby Joe Mason, Jackie Jackson,
Frank Stephens, Fred (Curly) Neal, Dallas Thornton, Larry (Gator) Rivers, Nate Branch, Dave LalUn, Bob Hunter, and The Star, The "Clown Prince
of Basketball," Meadowlark Lemon.
Meadowlark is clearly the essence of the Globetrotters . He has been a member of the team for
twenty years, yet he plays as If he is only twenty
years old. When the Globetrotters get control of
the first tap, which was thrown up by President
Carrier, Meadowlark takes his position at the foul
line to lead his team in their world-famous weave.
It is amazing how four players can run in between
each other and the opposition with one person throwing them the ball, without making any mistakes.
At least, none that are observable by the audience.
When the Globetrotters come onto the court for the
second half, minus Meadowlark, the team Is clearly
not the same. Bob Hunter, although he does a commendable Job taking over Meadowlark's role, is by no
means another Meadowlark Lemon. Maybe I"m Just
spoiled. Maybe If I had never seen Meadowlark play
it would be different. But I have seen him play,
and the Globetrotters without Meadowlark Lemon are
simply not the Globetrotters that have become known
and loved world round.
The Globetrotters have a great rapport with the
audience. Meadowlark especially is constantly talking to them. At one point in the show a man and
his young son got up to leave. Meadowlark met
them, and convinced them to stay. The man and
his son returned to their seats. In another segment
Hunter began chasing Curly Neal with a bucket of
water. Neal ran up In the stands, grabbed, a little
boy, and took him onto the court for protection.
Unfortunately, Neal suffered a cut above his eye and
was forced to leave the game.
The Washington Generals provided the opposition
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for the game.Contrary to popular belief,the Generals
are not a bunch of bumbling Idiots who have never played basketball in their lives and that they do all
they can to let the Globtrotters win. Most of them
played college ball, and are very good basketball
players. They also do not go out on thecourt with the
Idea of letting the Globetrotters win, as was evidenced by the first quarter score. The Generals
led, 28-25.
- Halftlme showed another aspect of the Harlem
Globetrotters' Variety Show. Two table tennis champions, Bob Ashley and Simon Heaps, only 18, won
the match 21-19. Both players were excellent After the match Vino Venlto, a man who plays with"
swords and knives like they were toothpicks, came
out for his act. He did some very dangerous stunts,
such as walking up a ladder while holding a sword
and a knife tip to tip on a small stick in his mouth.
One has to admire the referee, Rlley Plttkoff, who
travels with the team. He is as much of an entertainer as the basketball players. He keeps up with
them on both ends of the court. He also does a good
Job of making himself look like a Jackass in front of
thousands of people. He runs with them, yells at them,
takes insults from them and sometimes even dances
with them.
After the game hundreds of people are lined up
outside the locker room waiting for the kill. Little
kids start pushing for a place In line. All types of
people are waiting; black, white, young , old. Finally the man everyone has been waiting for steps
out. It's Meadowlark. He Is immediately pinned up
against the wall with hands sticking from everywhere
wanting his signature. You can tell he is exhausted
as he well should be. Yet he stands there and signs
every one of them. He starts heading for the bus, and
It takes him 45 minutes to get there. Some of the
slack has been taken off by some of the other players who have stepped out. Members of the Washington Generals walk through the crowd with no one
giving them a passing glance. All attention is on the
Globetrotters. m Even as they are on the bus, peo
pie are still shoving pieces of paper through the window at them. But this is how it should be. These
are the world renowned Harlem Globetrotters. They
are the most famous entertainers/basketgall players
In the world, whichever of the two you prefer to use.
They have made millions of people around the world
laugh for 48 years. They are fantastic. And apparently
they will be around for who knows how many more
years. But one has to wonder: What will it be like
when Meadowlark is gone?
Oh, by the way, in case anyone is Interested, the
final score was 95-87 In favor of the Globetrotters.
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Your Registered Jeweler

«ln Downtown Harrison burg

434-1337
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Bridgewoter

INTERNATIONAL CHEESE
AND GIFT SHOP
CHEESE AND CHEESE PRODUCTS
IMPORTED AND DOMESTIC
ALSO MANY UNUSUAL GIFTS
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Misty

16 South Main
Harrisonbum

HOSTETTER'S
DRUG STORE
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Rockingham National Bank
1orrisonburg TT
. Weyera Cove • Grottoes
Verono

Love - Max Factor - Yardley
Dubarry - London Look

I

| Wilson Jewelers

FreeCheckuigTccounts
Student Loans
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WEEKEND SPECIAL!!
WIAN61EI DENIM t
HUSH-DEMM IAC6IES
RUT t UTURDAV OMIT
Dai $10.00 NOW $7.88
JUST INI
OIKS 4 INCH PLATFORM SANDALS

AT THE BODY SHOP
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Writers Workshop Held Today
A Writers Workshop sponsored by the Criterion Club
and the English Department
will be helatfJttay In the North Ballroom. The workshop
will be conducted by Gary
Sange and Joseph Malolo.
This afternoon from 3:005:00, student poetry and short
stories will be reviewed by the
visiting writers.
From
7:30-9:30 this evening, Mr.
Sange and Mr. Malolo will
do' readings from their works.
Mr. Sange who is an English professor at VCU will
be speaking on poetry. His
poems
have appeared In
"Poets on the Potomac,"
"Since Feeling Is First,"
and "New Voices in American Poetry." He has also
had his poetry published In
the Washington Star and
The New York Times. Mr.
Sange received his B.A. and
M.A. from San Francisco
State College and his M.F.A.
from the University of Iowa

Correction
A picture Is worth a thousand words and as the S.G.A.
elections finally drew to a tiresome close this week this
picture tells it all.

r

Cheerleadlng try outs will be
held Saturday, March 30 Instead of Friday, March 29 as
previously announced.

arrange for a future visit
of President Nixon.
The visit comes as a result of a deadlock In the regular armament talks being
held in Geneva over conflicts
etween the U.S. and U.S.S.R.

proposals.

'omen Unionize
More than 3,000 women
workers, representing 58 different unions, met in Chicago
this week to finalize plans for
the National Coalition of Labor Union Women. Ms. Olgin
Madar, a vice-president of
the United Auto Workers, was
elected president of the body.
The union was formed to
give a voice to the 30 million
non-union women who constitute the 34 million women workers In the country. To do
so, the delegates voted to adopt
several program objectives
including:
Strengthening the power of women in policy making positions
Support for legislation concerning child care centers,
improved maternity and pension benefits, better minimum
wage laws, and increased health and safety laws,
Support for the ratification of

the Equal Rights Amendment
with application to both men
and women.
Busing Bill Passes
The House voted 293-117
Tuesday to adopt a strong
anti-busing bill that would allow for busing only as a last
resort.
The bill, strongly
backed by President Nixon,
further states that no child
may be bused further than the
next closest school to his
home.
The bill, sponsored by Rep.
Esch (R-Mlch.) states that
"every alternate" must be
proved ineffective before any
busing may be allowed.

Anderson to Remain
Convicted Baltimore County

GRAHAM'S
SHOE SERVICE

gram.
Mr. Malolo is Assistant
Professor of English at Northern Virginia Community
College and Is a poet and short
story writer.

Summer Programs
tuition for summer school is
$16 per credit hour for Virssion are being held simul- ginia undergraduate students
taneously. The class hours are and $30 for non-Virginia unthe same, although the clas- dergraduate students. Room
ses In the four week session and board is $108 for the May
are longer each day. A stude- session and $288 for the eight
nt may take courses In the four week session. More informaweek session while he Is also tion is available on finances
enrolled In the eight week se- in the summer school brochure.
ssion. Some unique courses
Registration materials for
are also being offered during
this period. A Multi-Ethnic both sessions will be sent to
Studies Workshop for graduate every student now attending
students will be offered during Madison. This packet will conthe second four week period. A tain a designated registration
course for teachers concer- time and all necessary materning Virginia's natural reso- ials. It is also Important that
urces which is Included In the students who wish to live on
second four week session will campus during the summer
conduct classes In the morning session submit an application
and go on field trips in the af- before May 1st. These applications and the summer school
ternoon.
Registration for this session class schedule are available in
will be held on June 17. The Wilson 113.

Continued from Page 1
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World Briefs

Continued from Page 1

in 1973. He is presently a
Ph.D. candidate at the University of Iowa. The National Endowment for the Arts
and Humanities honored Mr.
Sange with a $1,500 grant
for Poets In the Schools Pro-

CHAIN YOURSELF TO
A CHOICE OF FINE FILMS

Executive Dale Anderson announced Tuesday that he Intends to stay on the job, at
least until his term expires
in December. Anderson, convicted on 34 counts of extortion, conspiracy, and tax evasion, did not Indicate if he
would run for re-election.
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FADED BLUE
DENIM
TEAM UPS
FOR WOMEN
EMBROIDERED
DENIM PANTS WITH
MATCHING JACKET
Fonts
$11
Jackets $14

111 North Liberty Street
Heels while you wait
Free Parking

JCPenney

STORE OPEN
8-5 Mon.-Sat.
8-8 Thurs.

51 S. Court Sq.
Harrisonburg , Va.

4 34-102 a
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THE CHRYSALIS IS
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COMING
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Be Sure and Mils
ROTH DRIVE INS

STINK-A-RAMASatNite

